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HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL
AN UNUSUAL  AND INTERESTING COVER                                                                    DAVID COLMAN

This cover was acquired at auction as the featured item in a lot of covers with Swiss postage dues. The 
attempt  to  use a  20c  Standing Helvetia  stamp (the  14 perforation  66A first  printed in  1882)  neatly 
bisected to cover a 10c postage charge to Bex was rightly rejected. A 10c postage due payment had to 
be made by the recipient and was covered  with the olive-green 18IIDN postage due stamp.

Bisects were only permitted when there was an official Post Office edict. One such was the use of a 2rp 
Strubel bisect to make up 3rp rates for newspapers to Italy, before the Sitting Helvetia 3c was printed. 
Another permitted (or officially tolerated) bisect was of the 5rp Strubel at Geneva for mass mailings of 
printed matter. Other bisects were occasionally tolerated in the Rayon and Strubel periods, where post 
offices had run out of stamps, but in general all should have been marked as not valid and the letter 
charged as "unpaid".

That being so, how did it come about that someone tried to use this particular bisect as late as 1890, and 
where is the mail with the other half of the stamp? Was it a case of a post office running out of stamps, or 
was it  an attempt by a knowledgeable philatelist to create a rare cover? Indeed, were there cunning 
philatelists  around  at  that  time posting  special  cancels  or  whatever  to  themselves  or  their  friends? 
Whatever the answer, it is a very intriguing cover.
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A ‘ONE-DAY WONDER’ - THE AIR-MAIL JUBILEE STAMP AND FLIGHTS OF SEPTEMBER 1944 
CHARLES LaBLONDE and BOB MEDLAND

On 20th September 1944,  in  conjunction with the Post  Office,  Swissair  operated special  flights from 
Zürich to Geneva and return, to commemorate the 25th  Anniversary of the first air-mail in Switzerland. 
The post office issued a commemorative stamp specifically for this purpose, to be valid for use on items 
of mail flown that day. The purpose of this article is to draw together the details of the operation, postal 
arrangements and to analyse a number of flown covers that have come to light recently.

Section 1. The Flight. 

By 1944, special flights for philatelic and fund-raising purposes were nothing new. Once airmail became 
an established form of transit, ‘Pro-Aero’ flights with limited-use special stamps were organised in 1938, 
1941 and 1943. The 1944 flight was arranged ostensibly to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of Swiss air-
mail. A special stamp (Zumstein F40) and postal stationery were produced, valid only for the day; the 
flights were arranged in a series of short stages so clearly the operation was a commercially-oriented 
operation  rather  than  being  part  of  normal  postal  operations.  The  fund-raising  drive  was  doubtless 
inspired by the need to raise cash and find some use for Swissair’s largely dormant assets and staff. 

At the time, five years into WW2, the airline owned a fleet including five Douglas DC-2 and four DC-3 
aircraft. After the outbreak of war and the initial suspension of all services, the company’s operations 
were relocated to the relative safety of Magadino (Ticino). The airline then tentatively reintroduced limited 
services to Munich,  Berlin,  Rome and Barcelona.  However,  all  services were again suspended after 
allied bombing raids on Stuttgart airport in Germany resulted in the loss of a DC-2 and a subsequent 
near-miss in August 1944. The internal jubilee flight took place the following month but must have been 
planned as  a fund-raising  exercise  for  Swissair  before  the  Stuttgart  loss  occurred.  Evidently  it  was 
successful as the recorded net profit from the exercise was Chf 241,842.25.

The outward flight comprised three legs, Zürich-Bern-Lausanne-Geneva and the return flight was the 
reverse, hence there were twelve possible combinations of section for which mail could be posted. The 
aircraft used was a Douglas DC-2 registration HB-ITE that had been purchased by Swissair in 1934, 
flown by Flugkäpitan Otto Heitmanek and radio operator Jost Guyer.

Section 2. The Special Stamp. 

The special Chf1.50 stamp was issued on 1st September 1944 along with a trio of new air-mail stamps. It 
was designed by Robert van der Mühll and printed by Courvoisier S.A. in sheets of 25 on unwatermarked 
paper. Perforation was 11¾. The total number printed was 265,573. Collectors may be surprised by the 
fact that the Chf1.50 stamp was valid for use solely on the flights of 20th September. However,  mint 
stamps were sold generally by post offices between 1st and 18th September.

The Zumstein Specialised catalogue shows several minor printing flaws for the stamp. The subject of the 
stamp design is Swissair DC-3 HB-IRI which was purchased in 1937. Note that the aircraft depicted on 
the stamp was not the one (or even the same type) as the one actually used for the special flights.

Section 3. Special Postal Arrangements. 

Unusually,  no  special  cancellers  or  cachets  were  manufactured  for  the  event;  cancellations  were 
specified to be normal airmail cds including the word  Luftpost or  Poste Aerienne and without the time 
shown. However, special envelopes were printed for use on the flights, also small labels (etiquettes) 
inscribed Jubiläums-Postflug + one of the twelve combinations of sections. Printed on yellow paper and 
guillotined, these may have been in limited supply as they appear on just a minority of covers. Examples 
are shown on p74 of Guignard & Vuille’s catalogue of Swiss postal labels.

From the twelve possible combinations of flight sections, the following totals of items mailed are listed in 
Zumstein Specialised catalogue (2000):

Flown from Ordinary mail Registered
Zürich 28,740 10,804
Bern 9,912 3,443

Lausanne 7,949 3,016
Geneva 15,170 6,716

Total
61,771 23,979

85,750
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Allowing for  the  special  postal  rate of  Chf1.50 and domestic  registered surcharge of  20c,  the  bare 
minimum income from franking the items would have been Chf133,420 although Swissair’s profits from 
the exercise were nearly double that amount.

Section 4.  Interpretation of a Selection of Covers Posted Internally.

The  basic  postage  cost  for  items  sent  on  the  special  flight  was  Chf1.50  (hence  the  value  of  the 
commemorative stamp) which included the minimum postal  rate and internal  airmail  surcharge.  The 
nature of the flight meant that inevitably all items flown were of an inherently philatelic nature. However, a 
surprisingly large proportion of flown covers were incorrectly franked, sometimes considerably in excess 
of the proper rates. Accepting that these start off by being philatelic, should such incorrect franking be of 
any importance or significance? Some would say not - but, if the use of stamps was deliberately incorrect 
for postal purposes, clearly the item is something of a fabrication. Visually attractive such covers may be 
- but the acid test is how such items are valued by collectors. Most likely, a correctly franked cover will 
hold greater value, reflecting its authenticity.

In order to interpret the postage paid for the covers illustrated, it is necessary to understand the relevant 
postal tariffs that were in force in September 1944:

Internal mail  ( >10km, <20 grams ) 20c
Registered mail surcharge (internal) 20c
Registered mail surcharge (foreign) 30c

Express mail surcharge 60c
Foreign mail surface rate 30c

Air mail surcharge (Europe, <20g ) 20c
Air mail surcharge (USA, per 5g ) 70c

One further point needs to be considered: it would appear that the instructions for use of the special 
stamp and postage rates did not clarify whether the stamp covered just the airmail surcharge or included 
the basic postal rate of 20c.

                                    Fig. 1                                                                           Fig. 2

Figure 1: Bern to Lausanne. The basic postage for internal letters on the flight was 150 centimes so this 
straightforward  cover  was  correctly  franked.  Flew the  second  leg  Bern-Lausanne,  then  entered  the 
surface postal system for onwards carriage (back northwards) to Biel. 
Figure  2:  Geneva  to  Zürich.  Registered  +  express.  Air-mail  postage  was  150  centimes,  registered 
surcharge 20c and internal express surcharge 40c. Correctly franked.
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                                    Fig. 3                                                                          Fig. 4

Figure 3: Geneva to Zürich. No additional service required so the basic postage of 150 centimes was 
over-franked by 60c, obviously for decorative/philatelic purposes. 
Figure 4: Lausanne to Zürich. Registered surcharge was 20c - overpaid by 10c. Flew on the last stage of 
the outward flight, then forwarded from Geneva to Zürich by normal postal service.

Section 5.  Interpretation of Covers Internationally.

                                 Fig. 5                                                                        Fig. 6

Figure 5: Liechtenstein. Letter flown from Geneva to Zürich. The postal rates for Liechtenstein were the 
same as Switzerland. This letter is perfectly paid with 150 centimes for the special flight + 20 centimes 
domestic registration for a total of 170 centimes.
Figure 6: Belgium. Letter flown from Zürich to Geneva. The 150 centimes special stamp included basic 
letter postage for domestic mail and for surface mail to foreign countries. This cover required no special 
services and it is correctly paid. Air mail from Switzerland to Belgium was suspended at this time. The 
letter travelled by rail/bus/truck to Belgium. (The final part of this article will be published next month.)

RECENT ARTICLES IN AHPS's 'TELL' 

The Editor of 'Tell', George Struble, and his colleague Robert Wightman were very busy last Summer 
translating  three  extremely  interesting  specialist  articles.  George  published  the  translations  in  the 
November 2011 edition of the AHPS's journal. They are : 

• 'The Stamps of Geneva of the Transition Period; “Vaud” and “Neuchâtel” by Jean-Pierre 
Vuilleumier (CphH, CEPL).

• 'Signatures, Certificates, Repairs and Falsifications' by Jean-Claude Marchand. Both these 
articles were first published in the SBZ in March 2011.

• 'Disinfected Mail During the Hoof and Mouth Disease Epidemic: Part 1' by Reinhard Stutz 
first published in the first edition of the new philatelic journal 'Post & Geschichte'.
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A NEW REGULAR COLUMN OF HINTS AND TIPS FOR COLLECTORS

Our Society's objectives include ; 'To encourage and support  all  collectors,  from the beginner to the 
specialist, in the enjoyment of our hobby.' Several members have indicated that they would like more 
information in  the Newsletter  for  the 'less expert'  or  'comparative novices'  amongst  us.  Much basic 
information on Swiss philately is  available in  past  editions of  our Newsletter  (particularly the earlier 
issues) which can be accessed through the Website or the Library. As an example our Webmaster Fred 
Hoadley has recently added a series of pages to the Website devoted to the complete set of Michael 
Rutherfoord's 'Did You Know?' The series of short articles entitled 'A to Z of Swiss Philately'  by our 
former Secretary Mrs. Rawnsley published between April 1987 and August 1989 are also recommended.

Now, our long serving member, Werner Gattiker, has made a wonderful offer to produce a series of short 
articles  on  subjects  that  challenge  the  beginner  and  the  more  experienced  collector  alike: 
no doubt drawing on his experiences as a Specialist Swiss dealer constantly bombarded over the years 
by his many clients' queries and concerns. He describes them as 'hints and tips for the less seasoned 
collector but also for long-standing members who I find are quite often unsure about some of the finer 
points'. Werner is considering future articles on ways of distinguishing different types of papers, gums 
and perforations and other varieties. He would welcome suggestions for other topics he might cover. 
Here is his first contribution – we hope you like it !

GOOD TO KNOW !  by  WERNER GATTIKER

 “Ordinary” Paper and Granite Paper 1881/82.

In 19th Century Swiss philately, “ordinary” paper refers to plain 
white wove paper.  Many Swiss stamps were also  printed on 
Granite Paper. This is the term used for paper which has some 
fibres included which are of a different colour to that of the base 
paper  (which is  usually white),  and thus makes these added 
fibres visible. The first time granite paper was used for Swiss 
stamps was in 1881 amidst  some confusion. The new Cross 
and  Numeral  design  was  to  have  been  issued  on  1.1.1881, 
printed onto  the new granite  paper  specially  ordered for  this 
issue, but the plates were not ready in time. 

The delay meant that further printings of the old Sitting Helvetia design were required, but with the old 
ordinary paper running short at the Federal Mint who printed Sitting Helvetias, granite paper that was 
meant for the new designs was used. This lead to the short-lived 1881 set (Zumstein 44-52, SG 105-
113). Some values in this set were used in very small numbers only, and so are scarce to very rare in 
used condition (beware of the many postmark forgeries on the market!), while remaindered mint stamps 
are quite common.

When the plates of the new design were finally ready in 1882, the contract to print was given to Stämpfli 
& Co. who hitherto printed the Postage Due stamps onto white ordinary paper. Evidently, they used up 
the residue of that Postage Due ordinary paper for the first printings of the new Cross and Numeral 
definitives, before starting on the new granite paper, thus creating another short-lived and scarce set, the 
1882 set on ordinary white paper (Zumstein 53-57, S.G. 121-125).

The granite  fibres  in  the  1881  paper  are  red  and  blue.  Beware,  stamps which  have  some bits  of 
envelope-paper still adhering sometimes can look as if they were on granite paper, due to the foreign 
residue of other paper still being present.

STAMPS : A MATERIAL CONSIDERATION

Further to the article in the October edition of the Newsletter (Page 78). I notice that Michael Rutherfoord 
took a dim view of the embroidered teddy bear stamps of 'The Gambia' when he reported on them in his 
'Did You Know ?' column (HPSN February 2006). The colours of the 60c. Copper Bronze and 1 fr. Gold 
'Sitting Helvetias' were achieved through the use of metallic inks. The copper-bronze was produced by 
sprinkling bronze powder on red ink while it was still wet. The three known shades of gold were the result 
of experiments applying gold powder to red-brown, yellow-orange and yellow inks. (Editor) 
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A NEW BOOK FROM AMERICA

Further  to  the announcement  published in  the August  edition  of  the 
Newsletter (Page 65). Harlan F. Stone of the American HPS writes : 
The AHPS have come up with a new book to help expertise the so-
called  IKW  Official  Stamp  Overprints  –  Switzerland's  first  official 
stamps. The plating characteristics of the often forged overprints are 
described  in  'The  Industrielle  Kriegswirtschaft  Issue  of  Switzerland 
1918 – 1919'.  The book contains large reproductions of  the original 
IKW overprints for the War Board of Trade which will enable collectors 
to expertise their own copies of the eight denominations with the thin 
lettering (Zumstein 1-8,  Scott  101-108).  The 25 plating positions are 
determined by variations in the vertical and horizontal alignment of the 
letters and by defects in the letters. An accompanying CD contains their 
genuine plating characteristics.

After the authorized printing ended an employee in the same private 
printing  shop  assembled  another  press  form  using  the  same  common  type,  then  created  the 
unauthorized forgeries using the same press and ink. Michael Peter and the late Ralph Soderberg, the 
co-authors, have concluded that it  is too difficult to expertise the later thick version of the overprints 
(Zumstein 9-15, Scott 109-116) because unauthorized printings using the same press form took place 
during the official printing period.

All illustrations in this hard cover, 8½ x 11 inch, 170-page, bilingual (English/German) book are in colour. 
They show not only enlarged stamps but also 176 full-size covers documenting how both genuine and 
forged stamps were used on official IKW stationery. The stamps and covers come from the Soderberg 
collection and the text was written by Mr. Peter.

In  Great  Britain  the  book  is  available  from  Ian  Gilchrist  at  admin@igstamps.com or  P.O.  Box  15, 
Harrogate HG1 1SL. The price of the book is £65.00 sterling including U.K. Postage.

AHPS information is available from the Secretary, Richard T. Hall, P.O. Box 15053, Asheville, NC 28813, 
USA or from the AHPS website at www.swiss-stamps.org.

P.S. Ian Gilchrist wishes to remind members that you can also still obtain a free copy of the CD-ROM on 
the late Cedric Dry's 'Cantonal, Federal and Rayon Forgeries' produced by our Society. It is available 
direct from Ian – see address above.

SWISS CATALOGUES - 2012 EDITIONS

A review by Richard T. Hall ('Tell' November 2011 P. 6) of the latest editions of the Zumstein and SBK 
Swiss catalogues provides a useful comparison of their coverage of different aspects of Swiss philately. 
His conclusions were :

• They are of similar price and size, although there is a spiral-bound version of the Zumstein 
available.

• The  Classic  Issues  (Z1  –  65)  –  the  SBK  is  better  because  it  includes  much  more 
descriptions and varieties and its general look and feel.

• Standing  Helvetia  (Z66  –  100)  –  the  Zumstein  is  better  because  of  its  very  useful 
silhouettes of the various perforations.

• Issues in Years 1900 – 1925 – the SBK is slightly better, although Zumstein's treatment of 
the 1924 UPU issue, the 1936 Landscape definitives and, in particular, the Swiss Cross 
Watermark varieties are superior.

• Otherwise the coverage of stamps is of similar high quality.
• Zumstein  has  a  very  useful  discussion  of  forged  varieties  of  recent  definitives  and  a 

detailed list of the PTT's gift and special (souvenir) booklets.
• The SBK includes illustrations of the first day cancels of the modern issues; illustrations of 

many of the Bundesfeier cards; details of the Pro Patria cards 1938-60;  listings of the PTT 
greeting cards, PTT Yearbooks, PTT collection sheets and booklets and the vignettes used 
on special air mail flights and a better listing of the early franchise stamps.

mailto:admin@igstamps.com
http://www.swiss-stamps.org/
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• The only  apparent  additional  information  in  the  2012  edition  that  was  not  in  the  2011 
edition, other than some revised prices, are a list  of  air  mail  vignettes in the SBK and 
presentation albums in the Zumstein.

Richard's overall conclusion : Either catalogue would be a fine addition to your library and will give you 
the  up-to-date  pricing.  You  should  compare  the  features  and  see  which  publication  most  closely 
corresponds to how and what you collect.

THANKS to all of you have sent Xmas greetings and fresh ideas for improving the Newsletter. Good luck 
with your philatelic research and collecting in 2012 ! (Editor)

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING

If you are intending to come to the Annual Meeting on 16th and 17th April in Wells, Somerset now is the 
time to fill in and send off the booking form (sent to you with the December Newsletter) to our Honorary 
Treasurer Norton Wragg, He's waiting to hear from you !

SUBSCRIPTIONS  ARE  DUE –  If  you  haven't  already  done  so,  please  send  your  annual  Society 
subscription to the Treasurer as soon as possible. The form was forwarded to you with your December 
Newsletter. Thankyou.

FORTHCOMING   REGIONAL MEETINGS  

Southern – Saturday 25th February 2012 – 'Pre-Stamp Mail and Non-Standard Mail'. The latter can be in 
the form of any item that has not been sent ordinary rate (letter, printed matter, or postcard). Examples 
would be Registered, Express Delivery, Nachnahme, Parcel Post, Official, etc. Future dates in 2012 : 
2nd June – 'Picture Postcards' ; 20th October – 'Airmails'. All three meetings are for members' displays 
and will  take place at the Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire commencing at 
10.30.a.m. Further details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.

Northern – Saturday 4th February - 'Definitives 1960 – 1968' by David Whitworth. All meetings take place 
at  Corporation Mill,  Sowerby Bridge,  Yorkshire commencing at  2.00.p.m.  Further  details  from David 
Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091.

REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN GROUP'S MEETING – OCTOBER 2011                    NEVILLE NELDER

Ten members contributed to the theme for the day, 'My Favourite Stamps', demonstrating a broad range 
of approaches to the subject. There were liberal interpretations of the theme. We enjoyed selections of :

• individual stamps – 1941 / 1965/66 Pro Juventute / 1977 St Ursanne definitive / 1953 
Opening of Zürich  Airport/ 2009 Appenzell commemorative

• specific issues – 1934 Landscapes / Tell & Tell Boy series / Franco labels / 1945 Pax set (for 
which there were 3 exhibitors) 

• a selection from a collector's life interest in Swiss stamps
• a particular year having attractive stamps – 1945 & 1953 were offered
• a group of years from a series issue – Pro Patria / Historic events / Pro Juventute
• themed stamps – horses / flowers / castles / folk customs.

From this range of displays, we had been asked to choose a 'most favourite' stamp. This request was 
declined, as any such preference was deemed to be too personal to arrive at a consensus. 

Interestingly, there was no mention throughout the day of airmail stamps. The most exhibited issue was 
Pro Juventute (in parts). The Pax issue was the most favoured set. The most unusual individual item 
was a 'carte lumineuse' postcard of Tellskapelle on the Vierwaldstättersee in moonlight – a focus of great 
interest to members. Your summarizer claims scribe's privilege to propose that the little-known 2009 se-
tenant  Appenzell  commemorative  ('Descent  from  Alpine  Pastures')  deserved  pride  of  place  in 
distinguished company.

Claude Mistely was welcomed to the meeting, and it was he who gave the vote of thanks for such a 
varied and enjoyable day.
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IN PRAISE OF GENEVA

Last October my wife and I spent a very pleasant day in Geneva, spoilt only by discovering that the 
annual charge for the use of Switzerland's network of 'motorways' is now CHF 43.00 ! There is a lot for 
the inquisitive visitor to do in this city. We made good use of a CHF3.00 central area day-ticket on the 
public transport system, hopping on and off buses, trolley buses and trams at will. The Jet d'Eau fountain 
in the Lake was operating at full capacity, new building works were well in hand at the World Intellectual 
Property Organisation headquarters and at several other International Institutions, but Jean-Jacques was 
missing from his plinth on Rousseau Island – the area was the subject of extensive landscape upgrading 
works. Free entry to the ancient Maison Tavel in the Old Town, which dates from the 12th Century, was 
good value for money with its recreations of elegant 18th Century apartments and the famous scale-
model of a heavily-fortified Geneva in 1850. We managed to briefly deviate from the standard tourist 
route to visit the Saturday flea-market at the Plaine de Plainpalais. I spotted six stalls with small stocks of 
stamps, postcards and covers at reasonable prices. I didn't see anything of great significance, but had 
the impression that if I'd had more time two or three dealers might have revealed some more unusual 
items from under the counter. (Editor)   

ABPS SPRING STAMPEX NATIONAL COMPETITION

Our Secretary has received correspondence from Chris King (Chairman of the ABPS's Exhibitions 
Committee) on the competition which is taking place on 22nd to 25th February 2012 at the Business 
Design  Centre,  Islington London.  He  writes  :  'The theme of  this  National  Competition  will  be  “The 
Pictorial  Classes”:  Thematic  Philately,  Postcard  Class,  and  Open  Philately  (includes  what  were 
previously the Open and Social  Classes).  Please see the ABPS website for entry forms and further 
details : http://www.abps.org.uk/Exhibiting/Seminars/index.xalter  .  

The ABPS have organised two free seminars at the exhibition – 'Collecting and Exhibiting Postcards' at 
11a.m. on Thursday 23rd February and 'How to Build Up a Thematic Exhibit Successfully' at 11a.m. on 
Friday 24thFebruary 2012. If you are not familiar with Open Philately, there is a seminar on Saturday 25th 

February entitled 'Exhibiting in the Oen Philately Class : New Rules and Advice to Exhibitors'  which 
should provide you with all you need to know. There is a charge of £19 for this seminar which includes 
the cost of lunch. 

WHAT PHILATELIC LITERATURE CAN BE ACCESSED ON THE INTERNET ? 

I have occasionally informed Members of how you can access previous editions of Philatelic journals, 
etc. Such sources include our own Society's website and those of the Royal Philatelic Society London, 
the American HPS, Stanley Gibbons and the British Library. The American Philatelic Research Library 
has recently been developing a project to share information with other specialist and general libraries – 
their website should be well worth looking at – www.StampLibrary.com

There must be many more sources of Swiss philatelic literature as libraries continue to work with Google 
and other companies to scan the books on their shelves and in storage to make them more available to 
potential  readers  on-line.  It  is  worth  exploring  the  websites  of  larger  libraries,  including  those  of 
Universities. 

Looking at the sites of major dealers, auction houses and E-Bay - type companies can also be very 
useful, even if you are not intending to purchase any material. Looking through the enormous range of 
items on the market (particularly the classic collections which occasionally come up for sale at the major 
international auctions) can increase your knowledge of your particular collecting area quite considerably 
– and remind you that,  no matter how comprehensive your collection is, there are still  many gaps ! 
Please let me know if you have any success, particularly if you find books or articles in English. (Editor)  
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